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The Dutch yard revives its fortunes and returns to form
with a 36 metre that has become a beautiful showcase and
a beloved cruiser for its London-based designer owner.
Stewart Campbell admires their work
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“The boat exemplified
Dutch build quality.
We realised instantly
that it ticked all of our
boxes and had some
welcome surprises too”

The aft upper deck is a particular attraction. It is long and open and benefits further
from the inside-outside upper saloon, left, which the owner created as a winter garden

M

Mike Fisher knew what he wanted in his next
boat: “A classic, something that was not overdesigned, nor too show-offy. We wanted slightly
more of a gentleman’s yacht, rather than flash.
And we wanted more space and the ability to go
further.” There were a few other boxes to tick:
steel hull; around 35 metres; already in build;
comfortable and quiet. He tasked his captain,
Benjamin Landuyt, with the job of finding it.
Two years later and Fisher was still waiting.
Landuyt, meanwhile, had almost given up hope
when “I sort-of just stumbled upon this yacht”, he
admits. The boat he’d spotted was a 36-metre

Martinique model from Moonen Yachts. The
36.3m hull had been started on spec by the yard,
and had recently come out of a period of stasis,
much like Moonen itself.
The Dutch builder, known for its elegant, highquality steel superyachts, endured a period of
suspension in 2015 when its parent company,
AHMSA, Mexico’s largest steel company, ran
into difficulties. Moonen had three yachts in
build at the time – a 29.9-metre Matica model and
two 36.3-metre Martiniques – and work on all
three slowed to a standstill. When trading
conditions improved for AHMSA in 2016,
Moonen was recapitalised and the focus was
placed on getting the Matica finished; it was
delivered in 2017 as Bijoux. Attention could then
turn to the first Martinique hull (the second was
in very early steel-cutting stages), which, being a
bigger, more demanding project, needed a buyer.
Landuyt says: “From what I could see it looked
like this was the boat we had been looking for.”
A visit to the Moonen facility confirmed it.
The boat made an attractive proposition: solid
Moonen bones; Diana Yacht Design and René
van der Velden naval architecture and styling;
and an almost complete Nauta Design interior.

The next step was selling it to Fisher. “We were
pretty impressed from the start,” he remembers.
“Although it was above our original price bracket,
the boat exemplified Dutch build quality. We
realised instantly that it ticked all of our boxes
and had some welcome surprises too.”
Fisher, it should be pointed out, is the owner
and founder of London-based design company
Studio Indigo, which was responsible for the
interior design of the 70-metre Feadship Joy
(a World Superyacht Award winner), so it was key
that the Martinique offered him and his team an
interior canvas they could work with. Helpfully
it had originally been designed with a large family
in mind, says Luca Pedol from Nauta, so it wasn’t
“over-designed”.
“We wanted to personalise it, basically. We
wanted to finish it off,” says Fisher. “Nauta’s
restrained, teak-finished interior was wellconsidered, disciplined and very architectural.
Every detail had been thought through and its
understated style provided the perfect backdrop
to put our own aesthetic stamp on.”
The changes Fisher wanted to make would
require more yard time – but he still wanted the
yacht ready for the 2018 Med season, giving his

Above: Moonen used AH36 high-tensile steel for Brigadoon’s hull. This, coupled with the fast displacement hull form and long waterline length, gives a top speed of 16.5 knots

Let the outside in

The modern trend for hybrid
spaces – those that blur
the lines between inside
and outside – is realised
perfectly on the upper
deck of Brigadoon

Glass doors retract to open the
upper saloon almost completely
to the aft deck, with teak running
straight from deck to saloon

The two large central windows on
each beam of the winter garden slide
open. Meanwhile, potted plants help
give it the atmosphere of a
conservatory; a “home from home”,
says designer Fleur Liversidge

The throw cushions were each
designed by Studio Indigo for
this project and supplied
by Lance Woven Leather

The furniture in the upper saloon
was designed by David Linley
for Summit and features a
high-gloss “midnight teak” finish

The large, custom dining table on
the upper aft deck, made by Decorus,
features a darker rim that is designed
to pick up the darker colours of the
Summit deck furniture
The durable external rug laid in
Brigadoon’s winter garden was
sourced by Tim Page Carpets, based
in Chelsea Harbour, London

Brigadoon’s owner is Mike Fisher, founder of Studio Indigo, the London-based design firm that created the interior of 70m Feadship Joy

team at the studio a limited window to design the
loose furniture and supply all the fabrics, lighting
and carpets. Externally, he asked Moonen Yachts
to fabricate an aluminium hardtop to replace the
bimini on the sundeck (“we wanted lots of
external shade”) and for the spa pool to be
removed entirely. “We’ve got an ocean, what did
we need a Jacuzzi for?”
The personalising started in the main saloon,
says Fleur Liversidge, senior associate at Studio
Indigo. “We wanted the interior to be comfortable
and practical. We avoided anything that felt
contrived or unnecessarily precious,” she says.
This is important because Fisher always travels
with his two American cocker spaniels, Lucy and

Farah. “The dogs bounce around all over the place
and they do sit on the sofas, so it’s got to be a
pretty robust interior. But one that wouldn’t date.
It’s not trying to be pretentious, it’s just cool and
easy,” he says. The sofas in the main saloon are
by Holly Hunt and side chairs are off-the-shelf
Giorgetti pieces. A Tufenkian rug picks up the
tones in the wall panels, chairs and custom coffee
table by Decorus and anchors the room.
The flow of the main deck is fairly
conventional, with a saloon and dining area
leading into a master cabin forward and a galley
to port, but the way these individual spaces are
arranged is a little different. The galley, for
instance, is oversized for a boat of this length, and
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finished as a guest space. “Food is our hobby,”
says Fisher. “Cooking is an essential pastime on
the boat. Everyone is expected to join in –
including the guests and crew.” In the forward
master, meanwhile, the bed is facing rearwards,
instead of forward as you might expect. It’s
something that’s been changed in the layout for
the second Martinique hull, which Studio Indigo
has laid out and designed in collaboration with
Moonen Yachts.
To avoid the teak panelling becoming too
monotonous on the four-cabin lower deck, pale
horsehair sections have been introduced in the
walls – one of the major interior changes Fisher
and team were able to make in the three-month

“I wanted a winter garden on Joy and here I am getting one of my own,” says Fisher. “The windows slide back and you end up living up here.”

window – and art from Fisher’s collection, mostly
from a house recently sold in South Africa,
animates the bulkheads. The stand-out feature in
any cabin, however, is a woven leather tartaneffect headboard in the master made by American
firm Lance Woven Leather, which plays with the
Scottish provenance of the yacht’s name.
The original budget for the interior, set by
Moonen, was £80,000; in the end, Fisher and
team spent £465,000. “But what we felt was, a
boat of this quality had to have the kind of quality
interior you’d find in an €80 million [£70 million]
house, so it had to be stepped up. We had to break
up the wood and we also had to try and give the
cabins a bit more character.” To aid this effort

lights by Charles Paris were introduced, as were
gunmetal and nickel touches throughout.
The aggressive delivery schedule was met and
Fisher spent summer 2018 cruising to the eastern
Med and back with friends and family. He admits
to barely leaving the upper deck saloon. If the
main deck is conventional, the upper deck is the
opposite; it’s a true inside/outside space, with
deck teak flowing straight into the saloon and
enormous windows creating a winter garden
with eternal views. “I wanted a winter garden on
Joy and here I am getting one of my own. The
windows slide back and you end up living up
here,” Fisher says. The furniture reflects this
hybrid vibe, with loose Summit pieces designed
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by David Linley and a tactile, external carpet
from Tim Page emphasising the informality.
This sense of ease is best exemplified on
the sundeck, where the bar is open to guests
instead of acting as a more formal serving station
for crew. “We’re much more communal in the
way that we live on the boat. It’s not 100 metres
long, it’s 36 metres long. You go and help yourself
if you want something to drink. It works well,”
says Fisher. Drink too much, though, and the
closest dayhead is on the main deck, a layout
issue that, again, Studio Indigo has addressed
on hull No 2.
As for Captain Landuyt, he’s happy that the
boss is happy – but he’s equally pleased with how

The “cool and easy” main saloon features sofas by Holly Hunt, side chairs by Giorgetti, a Tufenkian rug and a custom coffee table by Decorus
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provided the perfect backdrop to put our own aesthetic stamp on”
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“Every detail had been thought through and its understated style

“What we felt was, a boat of
this quality had to have the kind
of quality interior you’d find
in an €80 million house,
so it had to be stepped up”
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MIKE FISHER, OWNER
Mike Fisher grew up sailing – on the sea, rivers, lakes and
even canals of northern Germany. Although he still loves
sailing, he has spent the past 30 years in motor yachts.
“At least you can serve and enjoy a decent gin and tonic that
way,” he jokes. He met his partner 28 years ago, who at the
time had a Fairline motor boat that he kept on the Thames.
They occasionally crossed the Channel in the boat, but soon
realised their boating ambitions required something bigger
as they moved their focus to the Med, and Mallorca
in particular. Fisher started his London-based design
company, Studio Indigo, in 2005, specialising in architecture
and interior design, working on projects around the world.
The studio, which now employs 50 architects, designers
and technicians, picked up a World Superyacht Award for its
work on the 70-metre Feadship Joy, on which it collaborated
with Bannenberg & Rowell.

across the beam of the
yacht; the full-beam
master suite with its
woven leather
headboard made by
American firm Lance
Woven Leather. The
tartan effect is a nod to
the name Brigadoon,
a fictional Scottish
village featured in the
famous 1947 musical
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Clockwise from above:
the wheelhouse from
where captain Benjamin
Landuyt directs
operations and which
overlooks a foredeck
seating area; the main
saloon, three walls of
which are floor-to-ceiling
glass, and forward of
which lies a custom
dining table aligned

the yacht performs. Brigadoon’s hull was built in
grade AH36 high-tensile steel, which is an
unusual choice, as it’s more expensive that
standard Grade A steel commonly chosen for
yacht building. But it’s stronger, so you need less
of it – which means, when combined with
Brigadoon’s fast displacement hull form and long
waterline length (the bathing platform, for
instance, is a continuous part of the hull and not
overhanging), this boat is a relative speed demon,
topping out at 16.5 knots on sea trials.
“And she’s very stable,” adds Landuyt. “She’s
got a lot of waterline, she’s got two tunnels for the
propellers, CMC electric stabilisers, which are
extremely quiet and efficient when acting at zero
speed. With this boat I have the feeling that
you could be adrift in bad weather with
stopped engines and you could fix your problem
without excessive roll. That is something that, on
many yachts, is not the case.”
For Moonen, Brigadoon represents a welcome
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return to form. Johan Dubbelman, who took over
as CEO in 2017 after 15 years at the company,
describes the past five years as “stormy”, but says
the yard is riding steadily now. “We had some
difficult periods, I don’t hide this, and we needed
some space and effort and some good luck, and
we got it. We have become vibrant again. The
market is working with us and the shareholders’
enthusiasm is back towards building and
supporting this small signature yard.”
Brigadoon is the perfect example of that. She
is a superbly well put together yacht, finished
with the kind of exacting detail you’d expect of
this yard and the pedigree of designers involved.
The problem is that no one ever wants to leave.
“We brought my mum and dad on in the
summer. They were only supposed to stay for two
weeks; they ended up staying for four,” sighs
Fisher. But if that’s your biggest snagging issue
with a new-build superyacht, you know you’ve
bought a good one. B

S P E C S
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BRIG ADOON

Sundeck

Upper deck

Main d eck

A woven
leather
tartan
headboard
dominates
the master
cabin

A helpyourself
guest bar
typifies
the yacht’s
informal
style

YAC H TS

Lower deck

Pale
horsehair
sections
break up
the guest
cabins’
teak panels

10m

5m

0m

LOA 36.3m
LWL 34.5m
Beam 8m
Draught (full load) 2.1m
Gross tonnage
334GT
Engines
2 x 1,900hp

The upper
deck is
a true
inside/
outside
winter
garden

Everyone
joins in
the cooking
in the
oversized
galley

Caterpillar C32
SWAC ACERT

Fuel capacity
35,000 litres

Speed max/cruise
16.5/14.5 knots

Freshwater capacity
8,000 litres

Range at 10 knots
3,900nm
Generators
2 x 70kW Caterpillar
C4.4 DITA

Tenders
Williams 565
Dieseljet; Zodiac
Futura mk2
Owners/guests 12

Crew 7
Construction Steel
hull; aluminium
superstructure
Classification
Lloyd’s @ 100A1,
SSC, Yacht Mono,
G6, @ LMC; MCA
LY3 compliant
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Naval architecture
Diana Yacht Design/
René van der Velden
Exterior styling
René van der Velden
Interior design
Nauta Design/
Studio Indigo

Builder/year
Moonen Yachts/2018
s’Hertogenbosch,
the Netherlands
t: +31 73 621 0094
e: info@moonen.com
w: moonen.com

